eZ Platform Cloud

A fully-packaged CMS PaaS solution providing the infrastructure and tools to build and manage your content-centric projects
Meet Pulley, he is a developer and digital experience wizard. With eZ Platform Cloud, he starts a project on his favorite CMS solution, eZ Platform.

Why is he so happy? Within minutes, he spins up numerous dev or staging environments without having to build and manage the underlying infrastructure in the development process.
Modern organizations need to develop and offer memorable digital experiences to their users and customers. eZ Platform Cloud advances your organization’s goals by speeding up development, reducing time-to-market and providing an agile and flexible environment for developers. eZ Platform Cloud is a cloud hosting solution that offers our leading, latest generation content management software – eZ Platform, in a platform-as-a-service approach. eZ Platform Cloud provides the underlying hosting infrastructure to run projects as well as the necessary development tools to deploy and manage projects.

Modern Content Management System

eZ Platform is our latest generation CMS software. Built on the strength of our 15 years' experience, it offers a very robust and sophisticated CMS that fits the simplest to the most complex content management projects. It provides a decoupled architecture, rich APIs and modern editorial experience. eZ Platform is open source and built on top of leading web technology: PHP on Symfony’s full-stack framework.

A Cloud Platform that Supports You from Development to Production

eZ Platform Cloud leverages an end-to-end cloud hosting platform-as-a-service approach. It provides developers with high performance development, testing and production environments, and an agile workflow with tools to develop and deploy quickly and with quality. eZ Platform Cloud does all of the DevOps work for you, it let’s you focus on the code and speeds up the process from development to production.
eZ Platform Cloud accelerates development. At any stage of your project, eZ Platform Cloud allows developers to move from coding to deploying features more quickly. This provides your organization with better time-to-market and the ability to continuously deploy new features.

**Core Features**

**Shorter Code to Deploy**

eZ Platform Cloud relies on leading cloud infrastructure providers such as AWS and Microsoft Azure, ensuring that your application and data are taken care of with the highest standards of privacy and security. We are very conscious about privacy regulations and offer the ability to deploy in most countries and regions from Europe, America and Asia in order to make sure we meet your requirements.

**Reduce DevOps Work**

Developing a comprehensive infrastructure for your applications can be time consuming and an inefficient use of resources. eZ Platform Cloud lets you configure your infrastructure as a service without you having to build it yourself. This means reducing cost, saving time and focusing on value.

**Faster and Better Testing**

Testing is a common pitfall for software projects. eZ Platform Cloud allows you to quickly and seamlessly test new features because every feature can be developed and tested in an exact copy of the master environment, meaning what you test in development will work exactly as expected in live. Many development environments can be spun up on demand and within minutes. The UAT and approvals process is hugely accelerated because a URL for each feature branch can be emailed to stakeholders for immediate viewing, feedback and acceptance.

**Following Modern Development Practices**

eZ Platform Cloud embraces Git flow and supports GitHub and Bitbucket. Your developers will love eZ Platform Cloud’s modern collaborative development practices. It provides the agility and the automation that are required of a modern software development process, which traditional web hosting struggles to provide.

**High-Performance and High-Availability**

When you deploy your project on eZ Platform Cloud, your application will run on a high-performance and high-availability platform ensuring lightning fast and rock solid experiences for your users. By default, your application will be deployed on a triple redundant architecture for both web and storage servers and the infrastructure will adapt to your load.

**Privacy and Data Sovereignty**

eZ Platform Cloud relies on leading cloud infrastructure providers such as AWS and Microsoft Azure, ensuring that your application and data are taken care of with the highest standards of privacy and security. We are very conscious about privacy regulations and offer the ability to deploy in most countries and regions from Europe, America and Asia in order to make sure we meet your requirements.
eZ Platform Cloud’s cutting edge hosting infrastructure boosts productivity and scalability while simultaneously reducing deployment time by providing a seamless and continuous development workflow process.

Cloud Hosting Infrastructure
On eZ Platform Cloud, your application is deployed on a triple redundant architecture and leverages managed integrated CDN ensuring super high performance and uptime. Need additional resources? No problem, the infrastructure will scale to adapt.

Developer Workflow
Let your developers focus on coding! We’ll take care of offering them a full development workflow that will allow for implementing a continuous and agile development process.

- Speedy on-boarding for new developers and prototypes
- Efficient automation with multiple developer and test environments
- Based on Git
- Works with both GitHub and Bitbucket
Do You Want to Continuously Deploy Your Applications?

Platform.sh is a renowned PaaS solution provider with over 2000 clients in 114 countries. They provide a 24/7 global support service with an SLA covering the entire stack, from server to CDN.

Reference PaaS Provider
The Platform.sh PaaS supports many technologies including various PHP frameworks such as full-stack Symfony, Drupal, Laravel, Node.js, Ruby, Python and many more.

Year of Expertise
Platform.sh powers the cloud offerings for many global software vendors such as Magento and SensioLabs.

eZ Platform Cloud Is Powered by Platform.sh

“eZ Platform Cloud has allowed our teams to optimize our client’s projects. Our clients are exhilarated that they have the ability to accelerate (and almost forget) their deployment process.”

Sébastien Morel
Head of U.S. Operations and Technology

What professionals are saying about our PaaS solution:

“We issue 80% fewer tickets than we used to, and most of those are knowledge sharing opposed to issues.”
Scott Hooker, Lead Developer, TES Global

“A project cycle used to take a month before customer sign-off into production, now we are continuously delivering whenever it makes sense.”
Miro Dietiker, Founder, MD Systems

“The entire UAT problem has gone away now, I’d say the whole process is about 7 times faster.”
Roberto Peruzzo, Founder, Aqua Studio
Don’t know all the eZ Platform product features? Here are highlights from our content management and digital experience platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open Source</th>
<th>Go Headless or Traditional</th>
<th>Multichannel and Multi-Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eZ Platform is an open source content management system. The eZ Community contributes to important parts of the project, influences the eZ roadmap and ensures the platform stays on top of market trends and organizations’ needs.</td>
<td>eZ Platform is based on a decoupled architecture so you have the freedom to go headless or traditional—or a combination of the two depending on the project.</td>
<td>Developing content solely for a webpage is like trapping it in a spider web. Our repository, web services and APIs enable you to deliver content to various devices, channels and platforms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flexible Content Repository</th>
<th>Multilingual and Multisite</th>
<th>eZ Personalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our repository, APIs and tools give you the control to customize the content model, structure your content and reuse it across channels. Make your content more discoverable and easily combine assets into new collections.</td>
<td>Manage them all from a single content repository, and share, reuse and leverage content in a unified way. eZ Platform Enterprise Edition is perfect for consolidating a large number of web properties, in as many languages as you want.</td>
<td>Turn each site visit into a tailored and targeted moment as products or content are recommended in real-time according to the user’s preferences and on-site behavior.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
About eZ

eZ Systems is a global content management platform provider dedicated to helping businesses maximize the value of their content. Our software simplifies the way enterprises create, deliver and optimize content in order to engage customers. Thousands of organizations rely on eZ to deliver digital experiences that foster business growth.

eZ Facts

• Founded in 1999 in Norway
• 15+ years’ experience in commercial open source software
• Supports 500+ enterprise customers in 25+ countries
• Ecosystem contains 80+ business partners and a community of 45,000+ members
• 9 offices located throughout Europe, North America and Asia

Resources

• Explore eZ software: www.ez.no/products
• Request a demo: www.ez.no/demo
• Read success stories: www.ez.no/resources/case-studies
• Get the latest news and insights: www.ez.no/blog
• Read our documentation: doc.ezplatform.com
• Find an eZ partner: www.ez.no/partners